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Abstract 

During a forest fire the formation of fire whirls can be observed but their characteristics and evolution are 

still difficult to predict. Due to the high thermal energy released, fire whirls can become a danger to 

firefighters and are, by their complexity and dangerousness, a way of extreme fire behavior that is poorly 

understood. 

This work presents a study on the formation of fire whirls with vertical axis on wildfires at laboratory 

scale that analyses the influence of the variation of the following parameters: fuel load, density, fuel 

configuration, imposition of forced flow with different velocities through the use of fans. Comprehensive 

measurements were performed in order to establish correlations of the burning rate, heat release rate, flame 

height, temperature and velocity of fire whirls, and to clarify the similarities and differences between a fire 

whirl and a ‘normal’ fire, i.e., one in which vortex formation is not observed. Fire whirl experiments were 

performed in a vertical channel with a quadrangular section of 1×1 m2 with a height of 7.8 m, the fire whirl 

generator, using dried shrubs, which is a fuel mainly composed by heather (Erica australis) and gorse 

(Pterospartum tridentatum) quite common in forested areas in Central Portugal and in several Mediterranean 

climate regions.  

Given the transient nature of the experiments relationships between time correlated parameters or with 

average or extreme values were established. Comparison with similar experiments showed that the properties 

of the flames generated with the present configuration of the fire whirl generator are similar to fire whirls 

produced in other laboratory studies and with full scale fire whirls. The maximum heat release power was of 

the order of 1 MW which is higher than the reported values for similar laboratory tests. The results show that 

forced flow increases dramatically the burning rate and reduces the time needed to achieve a high rate of 

energy release. On the other hand, from a certain value of forced flow it is observed that the values of the 

burning rate and flame height decrease, thus existing a critical wind velocity for optimal fire whirl 

development. Comparison with results of other sources show that the flames that are generated in the present 

fire whirl generator are in a transition from fire whirl to pool fire regime and that it is possible to scale up 

some flow and thermal properties of field scale fire whirls and to derive predictive models on the basis of 

laboratory scale experiments. 
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In certain circumstances, fires can cause great destruction and endanger the population and those 

who fight them, particularly in situations where the fire spreads under extreme conditions due to 

weather, fuel or topographical factors, which are likely to potentiate accidents (Viegas et al., 2017). 

Under these conditions fires with strong vorticity phenomena, associated to rapidly changing fire 

spread properties, as in the case of fire whirls, are among the most dangerous and difficult to control. 

We consider a fire whirl a vertical axis flow structure having a rotating flame in its core that can release 

very high amounts of energy and produce intense spotting. 

As the amount of energy produced at laboratory scale vortices is small compared to those in 

wildland fires the scale up of results is of great importance when attempting to apply information from 

small-scale experiments to full-scale fire whirls. Several authors have examined this problem (see e.g 
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Kwuana et al., 2011 and Kwuana et al., 2013), but no universal scaling parameters exist for air intake 

velocity, burning rate, flame base size, etc 

The types of fuels used to conduct experimental studies are mostly liquid and gaseous, and it is 

therefore important to approach the study of fire whirls behavior through the use of forest fuels (Pinto 

et al., 2017). 

The influence of the lateral wind velocity was studied by Kuwana et al. (2008) and a scaling law 

that predicts the critical wind velocity at which the most intense fire whirl was generated was 

developed and validated. It was observed too that in actual mass fires the occurrence of fire whirls is 

time-dependent, in contrast to well controlled small-scale laboratory experiments, but this finding was 

not explored. 

The present work aims contributing to a better understanding on the formation of fire whirls and 

characterization of this phenomenon through the continuation of the previous work (Pinto et al., 2017). 

Comparison with results from other laboratory scale experiments and full size fire whirls and pool 

fires showed that it is possible to derive predictive models for this type of fire whirls in a wide range 

of scales. 

 

 

The tests were performed at Laboratory for Forest Fire Studies (LEIF) in the Fire Whirl Generator 

(FWG) apparatus (Pinto et al., 2017) consisting of a vertical channel with a quadrangular section of 

1×1 m2 with a height of 6 m with two sides made of tempered glass and the other two made of steel 

sheet. The base of the FWG has a section of 2×2 m2 and 1.8 m height tapering to the 1×1 m2 section 

of the main channel section that is open at the top (see Figure 1). Each corner of the channel has a 

vertical opening 10 cm wide to induce tangential air entrainment. Inside the base of FWG there is a 

platform of 1×1 m2 covered by ceramic tiles to support the fuel container. A set of four axial fans 

Rosenberg DR 630-4.6LA was attached to the base of the FWG to induce a tangential flow to create a 

forced vortex inside the combustion chamber. In the present experiments the inlet velocities, vi, value 

in the range from 0 m/s until 5 m/s were used. The fuel containers were made of a metallic grid welded 

to form a cylinder open on the top and five different containers with 0.350 m, 0.500 m, 0.800 m and 

1.120 m diameter were used. The solid porous fuel used consisted of dried shrubs, mainly composed 

by heather (Erica australis) and gorse (Pterospartum tridentatum) quite common in forested areas in 

Central Portugal and in several Mediterranean climate regions. The fuel in the container was placed 

on the plate inside the FWG, the ignition was initiated along the perimeter basis of the container using 

a gas burner and the fan frequency was tuned in order to achieve the desired flow velocity. The tests 

were made assuring the same conditions of ambient temperature and preparation methodology. In these 

tests the fuel load was 4 kg (dry mass) for all fuels. 

The mass loss values were recorded directly to an Excel sheet with a time interval of one second, 

by RSKey v.1.40 software, using a laptop connected to the electronic scale. The velocities were 

measured using four Pitot tubes type S, two of them measuring the radial direction flow velocity (one 

at 2.70m height and the other at 4.20m height) and the other two measuring the tangential direction 

flow velocity, at the same heights. All measuring points were located 10 cm from the axis of the 

vertical channel. Temperatures were measured using four thermocouples type K placed in the same 

locations of the Pitot tubes. A data acquisition system (LabVIEW software and National Instruments 

hardware) was used to register the values of temperature and airflow velocity during the experiments. 

Two cameras were used for recording images: a Sony high definition video camera and a Cannon 

photographic high performance digital camera. The video camera was always in the same place and 

the recorded images were used to measure flame diameter and flame height. 
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Figure 1 - Fire Whirl Generator (FWG) apparatus 

 

 

 

The use of natural forest fuels, namely shrubs, makes the study and visualization of the fire whirls 

more realistic and similar to fire whirls produced in forest fires. The amount of heat released, the mass 

loss rate, the flame height and diameter, the velocities and temperature change in the course of time as 

the mass loss rate is not constant during each test as can be observed in Figure 2a. Therefore, time 

dependent phenomena can be studied in these experiments and the variation of one parameter with 

another one can be checked using either instantaneous, average or the maximum values of the relevant 

parameters. Assuming that the behavior is quasi static correlations between time dependent variables 

can be made in a single test for a range of values of the relevant parameters (e.g., see Figure 2b).  

For some parameters the maximum value was not well defined; in these cases, the average of five 

higher values in the test was considered as the maximum value. The maximum values of the parameters 

analysed here are higher than those obtained in similar size tests performed with liquid fuels, as for 

example, in our study heat power released by these fire whirls is higher than 1 MW (see Table 2 of 

(Pinto et al., 2017)) in comparison with 600kW from fire whirls produced with liquid fuels by Lei et 

al. (2011) for containers with 500 mm diameter in both studies. 

 

The burning rates of fire whirls depend on diameter of the container, dc, similarly to those of general 

pool fires, but with a much higher increasing rate versus the diameter of the container. As can be seen 

in Figures. 2a and 2b, larger diameter containers, dc, correspond to higher values of mass loss rate, ṁ, 

and lower values of burning duration. These results are in agreement with other author's studies (Lei 

et al., 2011 and Martin et al., 1976). 
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a) b) 

 
Figure 2 - (a) burning rate variation for different diameter containers (dc) as a function of time; b) maximum mass 

loss rate (ṁM) as a function of diameter containers 

Following the previous work (Pinto et al., 2017), in the present study the potential of the FWG was 

explored to extend the range of parameters (burning rate, heat release rate and flame height) tested 

through the use of other sensors, Pitot tubes and thermocouples, to analyse the flow and temperature, 

respectively. As the repetition of tests in other conditions yielded similar results we will present the 

results of only one test. The test was performed with no forced flow and using the container with 500 

mm diameter. Figures 3a and 3b show the temperatures, T, the velocities, U, and the mass loss rate, 

ṁ, as a function of time. It can be observed that like in Figure 2a the behavior of these parameters are 

time dependent in which temperatures, velocities and fuel mass loss rates are initially low and constant, 

since they coincide with the initial combustion of the shrubs, when the formation of the fire whirl has 

not yet occurred; the formation and development of the fire whirl starts from approximately 50 seconds 

after ignition, causing the increase of temperatures, velocity values and mass loss rate up to the peak; 

finally the values decrease until the fire whirl extinguishes. The values of the velocity remain non-null 

and constant after 300 seconds, at values of approximately 1.5 m/s, due to the heat released by the non-

flaming residual combustion of shrubs.  

The values of fuel mass loss rate and velocity were acquired at the same time instants and so can 

be related to each other, as shown in Figure 3c. It is interesting to notice the story of the fire whirl 

which can be divided in three phases: 1) formation and development for �̇� between 0 and 40 g.s-1 and 

rising U from the still condition (lower branch of the curve), 2) maximum development for �̇� ≈ 40 g/s 
and 𝑈 ≈ 7 − 8 m/s (right upper corner of the curve), and 3) for decreasing �̇� and 𝑈 (upper branch of 

the curve). 

 

                                   a) 

 

 

b) c) 
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Figure 3 - Temperature, flow velocities and fuel mass loss rate measurements for different heights (Z = 2.70 m and Z 

= 4.20 m): (a) temperature in function of time; b) velocity and mass loss rate in function of time; c) velocity as a 

function of mass loss rate for the 4.20 m height Pitot tube  

The experimental results of the tests with forced flow, vi, were compared with other tests in similar 

conditions in terms of fuel load with no forced flow (vi = 0 m.s-1). It was possible to evaluate the 

positive effect of vorticity on several parameters like flame height, LM, mass burning rate and fire 

intensity. The results show that forced flow increases dramatically the burning rate and reduces the 

time needed to achieve high values of energy release. In Figures 4a and 4b the maximum value of mass 

loss rate increases generally with the forced flow velocity, at the same time the average flame height 

increases a little (+11%) and the average flame diameter, dm, decreases significantly (−33%). On the 

other hand, it is observed that there is a value of forced flow for which the flame height reaches its 

maximum (for vi = 2.74 m.s-1), decreasing for higher values of forced flow, meaning that fire whirls 

formation and development can be dependent of the amount of air entrainment or the ambient vorticity. 

This effect must be studied more carefully as it may be an indication of the existence of either a change 

of regime in the fire whirls development. 

a) b) 

 
Figure 4 - Results for several air forced flow: (a) maximum values of mass loss rate; b) maximum values of height 

flame and diameter flame of fire whirl 

 

Using the present research, a relationship between the maximum flame height, LM, and the size of 

the fuel bed, dc, is proposed given by: 

 

Photos or video images of fire whirls can be used to obtain data on the two parameters that are used 

in Equation 1. Provided that there is some scale factor to assess vertical and horizontal dimensions and 

assuming that the flaming area at the base of the fire whirl – that is usually a circle – can be assimilated 

to the fuel bed or fuel container of the laboratory experiments we can use Equation 1 to estimate the 

properties of real scale fire whirls based on laboratory scale experiments.  

 𝐿𝑀 = 𝑎5𝑑𝑐
𝑏5               (Eq. 1) 
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Our results together with those found in the literature are shown in Figure 5. The numbering used 

in Figure 5 is described in Table 1. Comparison with similar experiments showed that the properties 

of the flames generated with the FWG are similar to fire whirls produced in other laboratory studies. 

Our tests show that there is a transition from fire whirl to pool fire regime. Results from our tests with 

no forced flow and with forced flow (fire whirls) are presented with numbers 1 and 3, respectively. 

Results from fire whirls with liquid fuel (heptane) obtained by other authors are shown in this figure 

and fitted by curves 4 and 5; results from pool fires also with heptane are fitted by curves 6 and 7, and 

results from real fire whirls are shown by curve 9. Our results are in the middle of this range and seem 

to be in a transition between small laboratory scale tests and large scale field tests. 

 
Figure 5 - Results of different studies of maximum flame height (LM) versus diameter of containers or the diameter of 

the base of the fire whirls. The sources of data that are indicated by a number are given in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 - The coefficients that characterize the flame height vs the diameter of containers. 

 

 

 

In the present laboratory study medium-scale fire whirls were investigated. The major results are 

summarized as follows: 
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• The parameters analysed change in the course of time as the mass loss is not constant during 

each test due to the use of natural fuels. 

• The maximum values of the parameters analysed here are higher than those obtained in 

similar size tests performed with liquid fuels, as for example, heat power released by these 

fire whirls is higher than 1 MW in comparison with 600kW from fire whirls produced with 

liquid fuels. 

• The burning rates of fire whirls depend on diameter of the container similarly to those of 

general pool fires, but with a much higher increasing rate versus the diameter of the 

container.  

• The instantaneous values of fuel mass loss rate and flow velocity can be related to each 

other and it is possible to identify the process of formation and development of the fire whirl. 

• The maximum value of mass loss rate and the average flame height increase generally with 

the forced flow velocity (+11%).  On the other hand, the average flame diameter decreases 

significantly (−33%) with flow velocity. 

• Our tests show that there is a transition from fire whirl to pool fire regime. 

• Comparison with similar experiments showed that the properties of the flames generated 

with the FWG are similar to fire whirls produced in other laboratory studies and with full 

scale fire whirls. Relationship between the flame height and the size of the fuelbed is 

proposed.  
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